DELIVERIES TO CERN MEYRIN OR CERN PREVESSIN

SUPPLIER IN SWITZERLAND

- DOCUMENT A/OI for exoneration from VAT
- AIR-FREIGHT
- Export Declaration through Customs Agent
- Invoice exempted from VAT

CERN MEYRIN

EU SUPPLIER (FRANCE EXCEPTED)

- "TRAVAIL A FACON"
- N.B.: Supplies of Services NOT exempted from VAT!
- DOCUMENT 15.10 for exoneration from VAT (Supply of Goods)
- Invoice including VAT
- Recovered later by Cern

SUPPLIER IN FRANCE

- "TRAVAIL A FACON"
- N.B.: Supplies of Services NOT exempted from VAT!
- DOCUMENT 15.10 for exoneration from VAT (Supply of Goods)
- Invoice including VAT
- Recovered later by Cern

NON-EU SUPPLIER (CH EXCEPTED)

- NON AIR-FREIGHT
- Export Declaration through Customs Agent
- Invoice exempted from VAT

CERN PREVESSIN

NON-EU SUPPLIER (CH EXCEPTED)

- NON AIR-FREIGHT
- Export Declaration through Customs Agent
- Invoice exempted from VAT

CERN MEYRIN